Abstract-In this paper, we describe four families of topologies for interconnecting many identical processors into a computer network. Each family extends to arbitrarily many processors while keeping the number of neighbors of any one processor fixed. These families are investigated with respect to bus load, routing algorithms, and the relation between the average .interprocessor distance and the size of the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the past few years, the prospect of connecting together many small computers has become more attractive. Small machines are becoming less expensive and will very likely continue to do so for some time to come. On the other hand, very large machines remain costly. In order to make a fast machine faster, it may be cost-effective to interconnect many small computers, perhaps hundreds or thousands. Such a combination has been called a megamicro computer [15] .
In this paper, we address ourselves to one aspect of the design of such megamicro computers: the combinatoric properties of interconnection topologies for very large ensembles of identical processors. We develop a technique for recursively constructing larger networks from smaller ones, and we illustrate the technique by presenting three new topologies. We present routing algorithms and show how to use the recursive structure of these topologies to calculate properties such as interprocessor distances and expected bus loads.
The first new topology we construct is called the snowflake because it resembles a snowflake when drawn. This structure is a tree, that is, there is only one path between any pair of processors. Two other topologies extend the snowflake in different directions. The star attempts to minimize interprocessor distances while retaining unique paths. The dense snowflake adds redundant paths to increase reliability and decrease traffic congestion. The addition of redundant paths makes the optimal routing algorithm less obvious and complicates analysis of traffic patterns, but the similarity to the sparse snowflake allows us to solve both problems. For purposes of comparison, we analyze the well-known p-cube topology.
All these topologies are uniform in kinds of processors, links, and patterns of interconnection. However, the new topologies differ from the cube in that they may be extended to arbitrarily Manuscript received December 5, 1977 ; revised May 15, 1978 and July 5, 1979 .
The authors are with the Department of Computer Sciences, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706. many processors without increasing the local complexity (numbers of immediate neighbors). If each of N processors is connected directly to every other, then the number of connections grows quadratically with the number of processors. As N grows large, the connection cost may become unacceptable. Let us assume, therefore, that there is a fixed constant p, independent of the overall size of the network, such that at most p processors may be connected with direct paths between all pairs. Many techniques are known for achieving such complete interconnection, such asp(p -1)/2 full duplex lines [ Fig. 1 [10] . With most of these .techniques, message transmission between a pair of processors requires low-level protocols for synchronizing, routing, and buffering. However, for the purpose of this paper, we will consider such a transmission to be a single atomic action. We will call the hardware/software element that performs this action a bus and illustrate it as a single circle as in Fig. 1(c) , but our mathematics are equally valid for any of the connection techniques mentioned above.
Each of the next four sections introduces one interconnection strategy, gives addressing and routing algorithms, and computes the number of processors, number of buses, interprocessor distances, and bus loads. The last section compares the results and discusses some of their ramifications.
Expected load on a bus is calculated by determining the probability that a random message uses the bus, assuming that any of the N2 source-destination pairs is equally likely. If an effort is made to promote locality of communication, this assumption may not be valid; messages will be more likely between close processors than between distant ones. The distance between a pair of processors is calculated as the minimum number of buses needed to convey a message from one to the other. Of course, the issues of bus load and interprocessor distance are related: in many realizations of a "bus," the delay experienced by a message crossing a bus is related to the bus utilization, so heavy bus loading can increase the time needed to traverse a fixed number of buses.
II. THE p-CUBE The first structure we will examine has been well described in the literature [13] . The p-cube minimizes internode distance, allows multiple paths, and maintains the constraint that each bus has exactly p processors and that each processor is connected to exactly two buses. The 2P buses are placed at the vertices of a p-dimensional unit cube. The three-dimensional case is shown in Fig. 2 buses are those differing in one digit. Between each pair of adjacent buses sits a processor, whose address is the same as that of each of its buses, except that it holds the character "*" in that position in which the buses differ. The p-cube is one of many related structures formed by taking the Cartesian product ofp (usually identical) graphs. In this particular case, the base graph is one with two nodes (the buses) connected by one arc. The number of processors is the number of edges in a p-cube, namely, N =p2P-1.
As a function of N, the number of buses is thus 2N/p.
The principal drawback of the p-cube is that the only way to enlarge it is to increase p. The complexity of the software in each processor increases with p, but even more importantly, the complexity of the buses grows with p, requiring more and more sophisticated hardware.
A. Internode Distance
The distance between two processors can be determined by comparing their addresses. The Hamming distance between two addresses H(a, b) is the number of positions in the address that differ. By convention, the "*" does not differ from any digit. Then the distance between two processors whose addresses are w and v is given by dist Fig. 3 .
A. Internode Distance -The maximum distance between any two nodes in an ncluster is the distance between two corners: 2n -1 = Nl/l1g P -1. This formula solves the recurrence MaxDist (n) = fI + 2 MaxDist (n -1) if n > 0 if n = 0. The average internode distance can be calculated from AvgCornDist (n), the average distance from a corner of a level-n cluster to any node in that cluster (including itself):
These relations come from the recursive nature of the cluster. If two nodes are chosen randomly in a level-n cluster, there is a chance of I/p that they fall in the same level-(n -1) cluster, and a chance of (p -1)/p that they do not. In the latter case, a connection between them will require a crosscluster bus. Fig. 4 illustrates this argument for p = 3. The solutions to these recurrences are as follows (see Appendix B for techniques of solution): This algorithm can be modified in a straightforward way so that each node on the path does only as much computation as necessary to transmit the message the next step on its way.
D. Bus Load
We will express the load on a bus in terms of loads due to messages restricted to various classes of sources and destinations. In each case, a load of I means that a message of the given type certainly goes through the given bus.
Let ActLoad(bus) be the load on a bus due to messages between arbitrary nodes in the cluster and the active corner of that cluster. Similarly, LatLoad(bus) is the load on a bus due to messages between arbitrary nodes and the latent corner. Let AACrossLoad(bus) be the load on a bus in a cluster connected by its active corner to another cluster; the paths that contribute to this load are those that connect any node in the first cluster to any node in the second. In each of these cases, the size of the cluster concerned is implied by the number of digits in the bus name.
The load on a bus can now be expressed recursively on its address. We will represent addresses by means of the following conventions: w stands for an arbitrary string, d for an arbitrary digit, * for the asterisk that appears in each bus address, 0 and I for any digit not 0 or 1, respectively, and h for any digit greater than 1. The recurrences themselves follow: These recurrences are all derived similarly; we will describe AACrossLoad(lw) in detail. Fig. 6 depicts the situation. The source and the bus are, without loss of generality, in the lefthand cluster, and the destination is in the right-hand cluster.
Since the bus address begins with 1, it is in the active subcluster of the left-hand cluster. If the source should be in any other subcluster, its message must pass through the subcluster of the bus. It will enter that subcluster by its active corner and leave by its latent corner. Therefore, it will contribute a load of ActLatLoad(w) to the bus. This situation occurs (p -1)/p of the time. If the source is in the active subcluster, then the message will travel out through the subcluster's latent corner, contributing LatLoad(w). This case occurs I/p of the time. The other recurrences are derived similarly.
It is straightforward to apply these recurrences to compute the expected bus load for any bus in the cluster. In the case n = 3, p = 3, the load on buses is as follows: processor is in one of the p -1 subtrees other than the one that contains the source. Hence, the probability that a random message uses the central bus is p -I/p independently of N. The buses near the "edge" each connect p -1 isolated processors to the rest of the network. A message will use one of these processors if either the source or destination is one of these p -1 out of N processors. Thus, the expected load is 2(p -1)/N.
IV. THE DENSE SNOWFLAKE In our discussion of the snowflake, we noticed that a high proportion of all processors are attached to only one bus. Furthermore, the load on the higher level buses is substantial. The dense snowflake (which we will usually call the dense flake) attempts to remedy this situation by using p -1 buses instead of only one to connect the p subclusters that make up a level-n cluster for n > 
A. Internode Distance
We will define the distance between two nodes in the dense flake to be the length of a minimal path between them. (There may be several minimal paths. We will discuss routing in a later section.) Let ActCornDist (n) be the average distance from a random node in a level-n cluster to the closest of the p -1 active corners, and let CornDist (n) be the average distance from a random node in a level-n cluster to a given corner. Then we have ActCornDist (n) = -(ActCornDist (n -1) + 2n-1)
These recurrences can be understood in reference to Fig. 8(a) . If a node is chosen randomly in a level-n flake, it lies with probability (p -1)/p in a subcluster that owns an active corner of the whole cluster. We will call this an active subcluster. In that case, the distance is CornDist (n -1) since the desired active corner is in the same subcluster. With probability I/p, the node is in the latent subcluster, and must pass to the closest active corner of that subcluster and then cross to any of the other subclusters. The distance across any cluster is MaxDist (n) = 2 n -1, and one more link must be added to this quantity to account for the level-n bus that was used. Similar arguments yield the formula for CornDist. We can define the average distance (without an outer bus) AvgDist (n) in terms of an intermediate quantity we will call the AACrossDist, which is the average distance from a node in one level-n cluster to a node in a different level-n cluster when corresponding active corners of the two clusters are connected by links of length 0 (hence, the name AA). Fig. 8(b) shows the situation for AACrossDist (n). The average distance is then AvgDist (n) =-AvgDist (n -1)
This formula is based on choosing two random nodes in a level-n network. With probability l/p, they fall in the same level-(n -1) subcluster, and with probability (p -1)/p, they fall in different ones. In the latter case, a level-n bus must be taken, and the two subclusters are connected as in Fig.  8(b) .
If random nodes are chosen from each level-n cluster of Fig.   8 (b), four situations may arise. If both nodes lie in latent subclusters, which occurs I /p2 of the time, the path will lead to any active corner of the source subcluster, out to any active corner of the source cluster, and similarly in the other cluster. The second case is when one node is in a latent subcluster, and the other is in an active subcluster. The third case occurs when both nodes are in corresponding active subclusters. The only hard case is when both nodes are in active subclusters, but they are not directly connected. This situation is shown in Fig. 8(c) with the two possible paths that might be taken. Each path has a component of length 2n-and a remaining portion as shown in Fig. 8(d) . We will call the average distance between nodes in clusters connected as in Fig. 8(d When p = 3, AvgDist (n) = (24/65)2n + O(n), which is a 31 percent improvement over the sparse flake. As p and n increase, AvgDist (n) approaches 2n-1, or half the average distance in the sparse flake.
It may seem that an outer bus could subst!ntially improve interprocessor distances since many pairs of processors that lie near the edges of the flake would be able to use the outer bus rather than route their messages across the diameter. However, the effect of an outer bus is surprisingly small. If AvgDistO (n) is the average distance in a level-n network with an outer bus, an analysis similar to the one above gives us the recurrences AvgDistO (n) = -AvgDist (n -1)
Here, FCrossDist is the function suggested by Fig. 8(e) . The solution to these recurrences is AvgDist0 (n = o4 -3p2+3p-l2I AvgDistO (n) =2p4+ 3p3 -6p2 + 2p p3 (p2-2p+ 2n p4-4p2+ 8p 4 \ p2 p 1t 2p-lp n Whenp = 3, AvgDistO (n) = (62/195)2n + 0(1), which represents only a 14 percent improvement over AvgDist (n) for large n, and as p increases, the advantage obtained from the outer bus drops to zero. Since the outer bus leads to special cases, we will usually assume that it has not been included. B. Number ofBuses An analysis very similar to that for the sparse flake shows that the number of buses in a level-n dense flake is 2pn-1 = 2N-1.
C. Routing
The dense flake allows alternate paths between nodes, so a routing algorithm must be able to find a shortest path (see Fig.  9 ). In addition, equally good choices should be equally likely, so that individual buses do not get used more than their share of the time. Arguments similar to those given in Section III-C lead to the following algorithm. Details may be found in [4] . 
D. Bus Load
In calculating bus load for the dense flake, we assume that messages follow shortest paths, and that when more than one shortest path exists, all are equally likely. Recurrences similar to those for bus load in the sparse flake apply to bus load in the dense flake. In addition to the quantities described there, it is also necessary to introduce ALCrossLoad(bus), which describes the load on a bus due to communications between its cluster and another cluster connected to it according to Fig.  8(d) . This quantity is analogous to ALCrossDist(n) where n is the number of digits in the address of the bus. The quantity ActLoad(bus) now accounts for traffic from arbitrary nodes in a cluster to their closest active corner. ActLatLoad(bus) measures the load on the bus due to messages between an arbitrary active corner and the latent corner. The recurrences may be found in [4] .
V. THE STAR
The flake structures are formed by joining lower level flakes by their corners. A smaller average internode distance can be achieved by connecting lower level clusters by their centers. The resulting structure is known as the partial star. Since there is only one center, the star will not be generalizable into a multiply-connected structure, but will compare favorably with the sparse flake.
A level -1 star has p -1 processors connected by one bus. In general, the top-level bus will only hold p -1 processors since the remaining processor slot will be used for eventual connection to a higher level network. To form a level-n partial star, introduce a new bus with p -1 processors. Connect each of those new processors to the central bus of one of the p -1 partial stars of level n -1. The resulting tree structure is shown in Fig. 10 for the case n = 4, p = 3. If the center bus is considered a root, then the level-n partial star may also be described as the complete (p -1 )-ary tree of depth n.
The full star if formed so that the top-level bus has all p connections filled. In order to create a level-n star, a new bus is introduced with p new processors. Each is connected to the center bus of a partial star of level n -1. A different way to approach the full star is to call the top-level bus the center of the cluster, and to call the p directly connected processors the first ring. We form the second ring by attaching a new bus to each of the p processors. Each of these second-ring buses should have a total of p processors. One of them is the inner node to which the bus is connected. The other p -1 nodes are outer nodes, and will be used to form the next ring. A level-n star is formed by the combination of all rings 1 to n. Fig. 11 shows a star with n = 4, p = 3 built with the concentric ring approach.
A. Number ofBuses and Processors
The number of buses in each ring of the full star follows this recurrence: The number of processors in a level-n star is thus approxi- The partial star has the following properties:
Routing and Addresses Routing is easy if processors are given variable-length addresses. A processor of ring r will have an r-digit address. Each of the processors on the next ring out will have the same address followed by one of the digits 0 top -1. The numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 11 .
C. Bus Load
As before, we are interested in how many processors lie in each direction from any given bus. Because of the central symmetry of the star, the calculation will yield the same result for any bus in the same ring r. 4 Thep nodes on a bus in ring r > 1 lie in two directions: one is inward, and p -1 are outward from-this ring. Let Out (n, r) represent the number of nodes reachable in a level-n star from a ring-r bus along one of its outward nodes. Then n-r (p -l)n-r+1 -1 Out(n,r)= E (pi-)k= k=O p-2 Likewise, we can define In (n, r) to be the number of processors that can be reached along the path inward from a ring-r bus in a level-n star. For the sake of mathematical simplicity, we will deal with the partial star. We then derive that -In (n, r) = I + (p-2) Out (n,r-1) + In (n,r-1)
Now we can express the load through a ring-r bus in a level-n partial star by computing NetProc2 (n) Load (r) = (p-1)(p-2) Out (n, r)2 The extreme values of Load (r) occur for r = 1 and r = n. At these points, we find that
(for large n).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have described several related topologies for interconnecting large collections of identical processors and showed how they may be analyzed with respect to various combinatoric properties. The highlights of our results are summarized in Table I . (For simplicity, only the highest order term is shown in each entry.) Of the four interconnection strategies, the pcube has the best interprocessor distance and bus-load distribution. However, the number of processors cannot be increased without also increasing the number of processors per bus, which may be unacceptable in some applications. Of the extensible topologies, the star performs best with regard to maximum distance, but it suffers more than the flakes from a high expected rate of traffic on the central bus. The sparse flake and the star, being trees, also have the disadvantage that a single component failure may disconnect the network.
Several questions remain unanswered. A calculation of average load on various classes of buses in the dense flake similar to the calculation we gave for the star should be performed. More generally, we would like to derive statistics about the distribution of bus loads in the sparse and dense snowflakes. One question that we have not addressed is the purpose to which these various networks might be put. Research into distributed operating systems is only beginning (for example, see [3] , [15] , [11] , and [16] ), but it seems that topologies that offer great symmetry and homogeneity will be very important to their success. One of the tasks of any operating system that resides on a network such as those we have described will be to keep communications paths short by placing cooperating processes close together in the network. Such management could make the problems of bus loading less severe in the flake and star architectures.
Although we feel that the structures we describe are natural consequences of the goals mentioned in the Introduction, we make no claim that they are exhaustive. There may very well be other topologies that perform better than the ones we considered under these or other ground rules. We feel that the major contribution of this work is showing how precise closed-form formulas may be derived in analyzing systematic interconnection topologies. The rational functions ai, Xi, and I,ij may be computed auto-370, matically by a mathematical symbol manipulation system. The recurrences in the paper were all solved on the M.I.T. Multics system using Macsyma [8] .
